
TURBOMAD - 3000 l/min nozzle at 8 bar with adjustable flow rate 
and jet, incorporate suction device for foam compound (0,5% - 1%) 
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(a)  Certified characteristics :
       Certification body :     AFNOR Certification - 11 rue Francis de Pressensé - 93571 LA PLAINE SAINT DENIS Cedex
       http://www.afnor.org                     http://www.marque-nf.com               Email : certification@afnor.org

The drawings and diagrams in the present document are for illustration only and do not constitute an offer. We reserve the right to make any modification without former information.

Preserve necessarily the documentation supplied
with this product during all its life expectancy
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DESCRIpTION
The TURBOMAD 3000 nozzle is aimed to equip the outlet of the monitors for  
water or foam use.
Composed with the following elements :
 - A female inlet coupling, G 2 ½ (NF E 03.005), with swivelling nut on ball bea-
ring, for  connection at the outlet of the monitor.

 - A hand wheel to select the different flow rate from 1000 l/min to 3000 l/min. 
Adjustment with lock every 500 l/mn.

 - A flush position distinguishable by its position distant from the flow rate positions.
 - A knurl to regulate the dosage of the foam compound suction in accordance with 
the flow rate and the type of foam compound used : OFF, 0,5%, 1%.

 - An anti-recoil ball device.
 - A semi-rigid suction transparent hose, 4 meter long, equipped with a coupler 
ND 1”1/4 at the end and with a suction pipe at the other end.

 - A jet selector, adjustable from the straight jet position to the diffusion of pro-
tection (110°).

Nominal pressure : NP 16.

STANDARDS
 - NF EN 15767-1 : Portable monitors : General prescriptions.
 - NF EN 15767-2 : Portable monitors : Water diffusion devices.
 - NF EN 15767-3 : Portable monitors : Foam devices.

CONSTRUCTION
Aluminum alloys of first fusion with heat treatment and protected against corro-
sion by black hard anodization and red fire plasticization.
Head of the nozzle in moulded synthetic rubber to protect it against shocks
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Performances tested at 8 bar.

CHARACTERISTICS
Model Inlet Weight (kg) Part number

TURBOMAD 3000  Female 2 ½ 7,500 3047.526MAD
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